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THE GREAT ROTATION IS UNDERWAY - ASSET MGMT SECTOR LAUNCH

Takeaway: We estimate that a shift from outsized bond fund flow will be re-allocated to stock funds which will benefit leading equity asset managers

Initiation of Coverage on the Asset Management Industry and the Large Cap Asset Management Stocks

 

We have initiated coverage of the U.S. large cap asset management industry and have issued fair value ranges on T Rowe Price (TROW), Franklin
Resources (BEN), Legg Mason (LM), Blackrock (BLK), Invesco (IVZ), and Janus Capital (JNS). Overall our broader thesis is that an asset allocation shift is
underway that will source investor funds from the U.S. bond market for a reallocation into U.S. equity markets. This would be a shift in multi-year trends
which has produced a disproportionate allocation to fixed income mutual funds as evidenced by 8 consecutive years of inflow totaling over $1.2 trillion in both taxable
and tax-free bond products. Our estimates based on a regression model of 14 years of fund flow data modeled against fixed income performance, call for the first bond
outflow in 9 years of $100 billion into 2014. Conversely, we estimate that equity fund flows, as defined by both domestic and global stock funds, are poised for a
reversal of 5 consecutive years of outflow that has tallied over $500 billion. We estimate that equity flows will continue the momentum that has occurred year-to-date
in '13, and that 2014 will produce $80 billion in total stock mutual fund inflow. As a result we are positively disposed to recommending leading equity fund manager T
Rowe Price (TROW) with a $100 per share fair value range and recommend selling or shorting a manager with high bond exposure, Franklin Resources (BEN) where we
have a $36 per share fair value estimate.  

 

 

Fixed Income Risk/Reward is now Unfavorable

 

Risk in the U.S. bond market now outweighs the reward in our estimation after a 30 year decline in yields that has compressed 10 year Treasury yields
from over 9.0% in the late 80's to 2.5% currently. Importantly, with the onset of a less accommodating U.S. central bank (we are comfortable saying that
no incremental quantitative easing will be needed and that the next Fed move will be to reduce its bond buying programs), that fixed income is poised
to under-perform and that the nascent return of domestic equity fund flow that has started in 2013 will gain momentum for the rest of the year and
into 2014.
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The U.S. bond market has now reached all times highs in out-standings at $38 trillion amongst various categories of Treasuries, Municipal, Mortgage
related, and Corporate debt securities. Most importantly this entire bond financial stock (or notional amount outstanding) is now 68% of the entire U.S.
securities market when incorporating the value of stocks as measured by the $17 trillion market capitalization of the Wilshire 5000 equity index. This
ratio is over 4 percentage points higher than the long term average of a 64% share for fixed income which would imply an over $2 trillion shift out of
fixed income and into equities on mean reversion and importantly this ratio was at a level of 50% bond and 50% stocks just 14 years ago.  With this
disproportionally high composition of the total market value of securities and with higher un-discounted risks currently, we estimate that the highs in
fixed income have been put in and that into 2014 bonds will cede market share to an expanding equity asset class.

 

 

The risks to the U.S. bond market are several fold including unwinding the impact of quantitative easing; the largely undiscounted level of 10 year
Treasury duration at highs since 1989; that bond volatility as measured by the MOVE index is at fresh two year highs which has negatively impacted
bond fund flows; that leading bond dealers have reduced liquidity in their fixed income trading operations; and the historical relationship between Fed
Funds and the 10 year Treasury yield which could push overnight bank lending rates higher if 10 year Treasury yields continue to back up.

 

There has been a Strong Historical Relationship Between 10 Year Yields and the Fed Funds Rate

 

The U.S. central bank sponsored bond buying programs are at least pontificated to be closer to being ratcheted down versus accelerating which could
slowly start to unwind the substantial impact on 10 year Treasury levels. Before the introduction of quantitative easing in 2008, 10 year Treasury yields
were over 4% which implies over 150 basis points of net impact to the current 2.5% Treasury level (even after a recent 100 basis point increase in U.S.
Treasuries). Importantly as the 10 year reflects the eventual new Fed communication and liquidity programs, we point out that historically substantial
moves in the 10 Year have been reflected in short term bank lending rates of Fed Funds. Observing a chart of 10 year yields to Fed Funds shows an
average lag of 8-14 months between substantive 10 year moves and Fed Funds moves. Fed funds levels are currently near zero at 10 basis points with a
stated Fed target of 0-25 basis points. Thus with the historical relationship of convergence between 10 year yields and overnight bank lending within an
8-14 month period, and a slight undertow of an initiative to move short lending essentially off of a zero level within the Fed, this relationship is one to
understand and watch for as a start to removing the excesses in the bond market.

 

 

Bond Volatility at Fresh Two Year Highs

 

Bond market investors are slowly starting to realize the inherent risks in the asset class and have driven the Merrill Lynch MOVE index to fresh 2 years
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highs. This index represents the weighted average volatility of the 2, 5, 10, and 30 year Treasury bond option contracts which had been in a 16 month
down trend until May 2013 which has now broken substantially higher on more recent hawkish Fed communication. The MOVE index has been a good
proxy for the direction and magnitude of fixed income flows with higher levels of volatility creating lower inflows at intermediate levels, and at high
levels of volatility, that bond fund flows have experienced considerable outflows.

 

 

Contributing to the breakout in fixed income volatility in our estimation, is the reduction of bond exposure in the dealer markets. When looking at the
Value at Risk or VaR of the 16 largest broker dealers, quarterly VaR has cascaded down from levels of over $80 million per quarter to near the $40 million
level in the most recent second quarter in 2013. With volatility up substantially in the second quarter, the reduction in dealer VaR is likely caused by a
reduction in liquidity and capital allocated to these dealer trading operations which could exacerbate any rush to reallocate out of the fixed income class
into cash and then into stocks.
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The incremental move in volatility potentially exacerbated by lower liquidity in the bond market has also grinded 10 year Treasury duration to new
highs since 1989. This duration measure relays the price sensitivity of 10 year paper to changes in its own yield to maturity and thus the most recent
reading of 8.9 would translate into an 8.9% loss on 10 year Treasuries if yields increase by 100 basis points. With only a 2.5% yield to maturity in 10 year
Treasuries currently and if there is any extension of the recent 100 basis point move, government fixed income investors could be exposed to
historically high losses if rates are squeezed higher by either new Fed communication or a continued reallocation out of bonds.

 

 

 

Excess Liquidity on the Sidelines is also Dwindling which means as Asset Allocation Decision is Coming

 

With the substantial run in the bond market and also the nascent returns in equities, both institutional and retail investors have been moving un-
invested cash aggressively off of the sidelines. The abnormally high buildup of money market funds in 2008 which tallied over $2.6 trillion over long
term averages has now been allocated down to much more normal levels. Thus on a go forward basis, incremental capital to source growth in either
fixed income or equities will likely have to be reallocated amongst those asset classes, and with the risk and historic run in the bond market, we
estimate that investors will use fixed income assets as a source of funds to invest in new equity fund positions.

 

Looking at total un-invested cash on the sidelines which includes money market mutual funds, credit balances in margin accounts, and also deposit
and currency assets on household balance sheets, total cash on the sidelines totals $12.4 trillion, just off of all time highs. This amount however, when
compared to the outstanding values of both the bond and stock market ($38 trillion and $17 trillion as mentioned above), is actually near all time lows
of 23% of securities markets ($12.4 trillion/$55.0 trillion). This percentage level is just 1 percentage point off of the all time low of 22% of total markets in
1999. This available liquidity ratio to the value of markets peaked in 2009 with massive risk aversion from the Financial Crisis at 32% and has averaged a
level of 26% over a 20 year period. With future incremental capital for securities purchases now at near all time lows, new money from investors for
futures investment will also likely have to be sourced from existing bond fund assets of $3.5 trillion or outstanding stock fund levels of $6.7 trillion. With
the historical principal of fund flow chasing performance, and equities as measured by the S&P 500 working on their 4th positive year in 5 and fixed
income markets as measured by the Barclay's Aggregate index down year-to-date in 2013, the first potential loss in 14 years, we estimate that year-to-
date progress in domestic equity fund flows and nascent bond fund outflows will continue throughout the rest of the year and into 2014.
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Fund Flows Chase Performance and Historically only the Highest Rated Funds get any Inflow

 

The performance chasing mechanism on Wall Street can be no better distilled than an analysis of fund flow by fund rating. In our review of over 14 years
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of fund flows by Morningstar rating, 4 and 5 star Morningstar rated funds or those funds with leading risk adjusted returns over a weighted 3, 5, and 10
year period, are the only products that produce consistent inflow on an annual basis. In 2012 for example, Morningstar's top rated 4 and 5 star funds
experienced $327 billion in net inflow versus net redemptions or outflow of $163 billion for lower rated 1-3 star funds. This phenomenon has been
consistent back to 1998, with substantially positive net assets raised by the top rated funds versus considerable outflow in lower rated funds.

 

 

 

Drilling down to the manager level to outline which fund families have the highest percentage of top rated funds on an asset weighted basis produces
the outlier of T Rowe Price which has a substantial lead of over 71% of its Morningstar rated product in 4 and 5 star categories. T Rowe's leading position
is over 14 percentage points better than the second best family of funds at Franklin Resources and over double the industry laggard Janus with just
34% of its Morningstar rated product in top categories. On a go forward basis we expect this historical relationship to hold with new investor capital
being allocated to the historically best performing funds which should mean disproportionate fund flows to T Rowe Price.

 

 

 

The Exposures that Matter in the Industry...Fixed Income and Retail

 

With the ensuing struggles in the bond market that we foresee, we estimate that the exposures that investors need to be aware of are outsized
dependency on fixed income and also the retail investor channel. While our view on the fixed income rotation is measured as "evolutionary" versus
"revolutionary" meaning that there will be some re-allocation within fixed income from plain vanilla products including government, municipal, and
high yield exposure to more alternative bond products including short duration, floating rate notes, and also global hedged products, we do flag that
fixed income managers should underperform equity managers during an asset allocation shift by investors. Looking at exposures on a revenue basis
and starting with fixed income, Franklin Resources and Legg Mason lead the group driving 44% and 41% of its revenue base from bond portfolios. This
is a substantially higher exposure than even the manager in third place in our coverage with Blackrock stepping down to just a 24% exposure to fixed
income with the rest of the group below that level. From a retail versus institutional investor standpoint, T Rowe Price has the biggest exposure to
individual investors at 80% of its existing assets-under-management with Franklin Resources next at 75% and Janus Capital coming in at 70%. For a
variety of reasons, we think the retail investor category will react more adversely to continued losses and uncertainty in the bond market.
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"Bucket o' Bond Funds" to Underperform...Franklin has the Most Exposure

 

In our initiation of the group and our broader Powerpoint presentation (found at the enclosed
link: http://docs.hedgeye.com/DomesticAssetManagementCoverage_07.29.13.pdf) we outlined an analysis we did of 1,500 mutual funds and the June
impact of these funds when the bond market was experiencing recent volatility and outflows. In this query we deemed that the "bucket of bonds" or
plain vanilla municipal, government, and high yield products had performed the worst. This outcome is sourced by the sensitivity of these underlying
bonds to rate increases and with the 10 year Treasury yield backing up quickly during this time, it is these exposures that underperformed most. For
example the corporate high yield category lost over $13 billion alone in June with also substantial redemptions in government based security portfolios
and municipal securities. Alternatively alternative bond categories (with the short duration, floating, and global attributes as discussed) above did
relatively better. We estimate that the jitters that have shown up in June as expressed by a 2 year high in volatility and bond fund outflows will be a
microcosm for the fixed income landscape for the rest of the year. The reallocation we foresee out of bond products will come from "rate" sensitive
products versus "credit" exposures because we are not calling for a new corporate credit default cycle, just that a continually backing up 10 year
Treasury will make a plain vanilla bucket of bonds (munis, governments, and high yield) experience the most losses. In this detailed analysis that starts
on page 39 of the enclosed rollout presentation, Franklin Resources has the highest exposure to plain vanilla bonds with $43 billion in fund assets which
is displayed on slide 51.

 

 

The Case for Equities

 

With the bond market risk/reward unbalanced currently, we alternatively see a much better investment horizon for U.S. stocks. U.S. equities currently
screen under the legacy Fed model as yielding over 6.0% on an earnings yield basis versus just over 2.5% for 10 year Treasuries. Capital flows tend to
track where investment monies are treated best, and with the large discrepancy between stock and bond payouts, equities have a clear yield
advantage over fixed income. Furthermore, the most recent pension asset allocation survey continues to relay all time lows in equity asset allocation at
44% versus new all time highs for fixed income percentages in pensions. Thus the current $222 billion deficit running within S&P 500 company pension
plans could be reallocated to historically higher returning equities to attempt to "grow" out of this underfunded status (this work starts on slide 65 of
our enclosed presentation). Lastly the confluence of slightly negative or de minimus equity correlation historically to bond returns and that stocks have
averaged strong returns in the past in the very early part of new monetary policy cycles, lead us to estimate that negative bond returns will drive capital
to seek incrementally better returns in equities. For example, the S&P 500 has averaged a 2.8% gain 3 months after monetary policy changes; a 7.5%
gain 6 months after Fed adjustments; and 9.4% on average 12 months after the first rate adjustment from the Fed in past cycles.
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"Its Never Different and Not This Time"

 

The setup for a rotation from bond funds into equity funds is following the same pattern as the last "Great Rotation" from stocks and into bonds in
2008 and 2009. In 2008, with the ongoing destruction of equity capital within the Credit Crisis and numerous financial concerns being forced to merge to
avoid bankruptcy, stock funds experienced substantial outflows of over $59 billion in '08. These redemptions started the "parking" of funds in money
market funds which experienced the abnormally high inflow level of $594 billion. This started the slow reallocation into bonds with 2008 spurring a $38
billion inflow into fixed income funds. Into 2009 however, the rotation was completely on with another $3 billion leaking out of stock funds and a
massive $504 billion being pulled out of money funds for a re-allocation of $323 billion into bonds. Thus history has told us that the first allocation move
by investors will be into money funds and then into the new preferred asset class.

 

 

The setup of this rotation is again playing out in 2013 with fund flow data from the start of June through recent data in July, again showing preference
for outflows in the most troubling asset class, parking funds into money funds, and then a slow rotation into the asset class with the highest return
potential. This 6 week stanza of information has shown a $66 billion outflow in fixed income, an $18 billion inflow into money funds, and an $8 billion
infusion into equity funds. With the backdrop outlined above and disproportionate risks we see in the bond market currently, we estimate that this
fund flow action will be the boiler plate for the rest of '13 and into 2014.
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Our broader launch presentation (found in the link above and also included in a pdf link below) further frames our macro thesis on the setup for this
reallocation of investment flow. Furthermore, our presentation goes into greater depth outlining the rationale for our best long idea of T Rowe Price
(TROW) with our fair value range of $100 per share. With leading fund performance and the most equity exposure to the appreciating stock asset class,
T Rowe Price is best positioned to capitalize on this shift.  Conversely, Franklin Resources (BEN) has a disproportionate exposure to the fixed income
category with the highest revenue exposure to bonds and furthermore the highest exposure to the retail investor class which will experience the most
downside in a depreciating bond environment. Retail investors tend to have absolute exposure to bond performance and thus losses in bond funds
directly influence their ongoing asset allocation. Institutional bond investors conversely are generally matched on an asset/liability schedule within fixed
income, so bond losses in an institutional portfolio are generally offset by declines in institutional liabilities. Hence bond losses are less dramatic for
institutions versus absolute return driven retail investors.

 

Any forthcoming challenges in the bond market will likely be uncomfortable for many classes of investors however we estimate this can be mitigated
by a reallocation into U.S. equities and a move to more alternative fixed income classes including floating, short duration, hedged, and global bonds.
Like anything else in any major shift change, there will be winners and losers involved.

 

HEDGEYE Asset Management Presentation Link:

 

http://docs.hedgeye.com/DomesticAssetManagementCoverage_07.29.13.pdf 
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